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ALS
The duration of disease is 
at least partially a 
function of the speed 
with which muscle groups 
throughout the body 
weaken – end stage is 
reached when a ventilator 
is required to sustain life.

Perhaps the opportunity 
to determine whether a 
therapy can stop 
prion-like spreading. 
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Aggregation of mutant superoxide dismutase 1 mediates 
the symptoms of familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

Homodimeric highly 
stable and soluble 
enzyme. Ubiquitously 
expressed. 

Wang et al, 
PNAS 2009
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Transgenic mice that express human SOD1 fused to Yellow fluorescent protein
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Crossing mice expressing G93A SOD1 to G85R-SOD1:YFP 
mice accelerates disease onset and pathology

Bigenic G93A-SOD1 x G85R-SOD1:YFP
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Transmissibility of MND in G85R-YFP mice

A large number of non-Tg mice have been injected as 
littermate controls – none have ever shown any symptoms

Pathology induced by tissue homogenate 
from paralyzed G93A mouse

Accelerated MND in 2 of 15 mice injected with tissue 
homogenates from paralyzed G37R mice, and in 2 of 4 mice 
injected with tissue homogenates from paralyzed L126Z mice. 



The onset of MND in mice expressing G93A or G37R 
human SOD1 is not accelerated by autologous seeding.

Intraspinal injection of newborn mice.



• De-metallated WT SOD1 isolated from human 
erythrocytes fibrillized in vitro – injected into spinal 
cords of new born G85R-SOD1:YFP mice.

Transmission of MND by recombinant apoWT fibrils



Inoculum No. disease/no. 
inoculated

Age at paralysis 
(months)

Age of oldest disease-free 
mice (months)

Recomb. apoWT fibrils 5/6 5, 8.6, 9.8, 11, 
11.5, 15

20

apoWT→G85R-YFP 10/10 3.3-4.2 n.a.

Non-injected G85R-YFP 0/5 n.a. 10.2

Transmission of MND by recombinant apoWT fibrils



Distinct pathologic strains of misfolded SOD1 maintain 
distinctive features in successive transmission experiments.
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Prion infection from sciatic nerve inoculation
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Propagation of G85R-YFP aggregation in 
the CNS
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Peripheral Induction/Transmission of α-Synuclein 
Pathology in α-Synuclein Transgenic Mice

Inoculum prepared from purified aSyn expressed in E. coli

Mouse lines Inoculum

Injection site

nTg                                           NO
αS-KO                                      NO

WT- M20                                 YES

A53T- M83                              YES

E46K- M47                              YES

Unilateral

Bilateral

Biceps femoris muscle  

Gastrocnemius muscle

LPS                            NO

Δ71-82                        partial

21-140 WT αS hfib              YES   

FL WT αS mfib                  YES

Sacino et al, PNAS 2014

Seeded PathSeeded Path



aSyn pathology in “induced” mice is similar to what naturally 
occurs in aged homozygous mice. 



Significant Delay of Motor Phenotype and Inclusion Pathology 
Induced by Intramuscular α-Synuclein Injection Following Sciatic 

Nerve Transection of M83 (+/-) Transgenic Mice

Sacino et al, PNAS 2014
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Non-prion-type induction of a-Syn pathology in A53T mice.

Controls are critical when tissue homogenates are used to seed 
pathology in A53T aSyn mice.



Prion-like transmission of misfolded and aggregated tau along interconnected 
neural circuits 
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SCAyers and Giasson 
labs are working to 
establish the sciatic 
nerve transmission 
model in P301S 
mice. 



Chakrabarty et al. (2015). Inefficient induction and spread of seeded tau pathology in P301L mice 
suggests inherent barriers to transmission. Acta Neuropathologica

EM analysis of 
sonicated K18 fibrils

Hippocampal injection of probe-sonicated K18/WT induces 
limited tauopathy in hP301L mice (PrP vector JNPL3)

K18 – all 4 repeats 
of 4R human tau – 
expressed and 
purified from E. 
coli. 



Comparison of seeding by amyloid in non-demented and Alzheimer brain: Is 
there a distinct strain of amyloid in non-demented cases? 



The ability to inject aggregated SOD1, aSyn, or tau in a peripheral nerve 
location and induce the spread of pathology to the brain is consistent with 
prionic mechanisms of spread.

These new models enable rigorous testing of therapeutic strategies (such as 
immunotherapy) that are designed to slow the progression of 
neurodegenerative disease. With a known point of attack, timing of onset, and 
route of transmission, it should be possible to determine whether a therapeutic 
can effectively slow the spread of pathology and progression of disease.
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